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COMBINING IDENTICAL SETS OF PRE- AND POSTQUESTIONS
IN PROSE LEARNING

William McKendree Boyd
In recent years, many different types of studies have

been carried out in an attempt to understand and control the
processes of learning from prose material.

A series of such studies recently originated with
Rothkopf (1955) which involved interspersing questions into
the middle of a prose passage.

One or more of these questions

is placed before (prequestions or QB conditions) or after

(postquestions or QA condition) one or more paragraphs containing information which ansv/ers them.

After Ss finish

reading the passage, they are given an immediate post- test

containing items identical to the adjunct or experimental
questions in the passage (intentional items

—

INT) plus a

number of questions not among the experimental adjunct
questions (incidental items

—

INC).

The performance of Ss

who received adjunct questions is then usi^^lly compared

with that of control Ss who do not read experimental questions.
This general paradigm has been replicated numerous times
by numerous researchers, using recall and recognition items
for both the experimental and post-test items.

The following generalizations are without exception in
all such studies tD date:
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1)

Performance of Ss on INT items is greater than

that on INC in both QB and OA conditions.

This re-

sult will be referred to as the specific effect of

pre- and postquestions,
2)

Subjects in the QA condition outperform control

Ss on INT items.

This will be referred to as the

specific facilitative effect of postquestions.
The results vary considerably

v;ith the

number of para-

graphs which are placed between experimental questions.

This factor is called pacing.

One question before or after

every paragraph is referred to as one paragraph pacing,
two questions before or after every two paragraphs is

called two paragraph pacing, etc ...
One through five paragrciph pacing has been studied by

Frase (1967, and 1968c); one and five paragraph pacing has
been tested by Patrick (1968).

For these three studies

the same materials and multiple choice questions were used.

Rothkopf (1966) using different materials

.

."i

short answer

questions placed all questions before the entire passage,
and two other conditions

several paragraphs.

—

questions before or after

Washburne (1929) using still 'different

materials and seventh graders placed questions either all

before or all after the passage or before or after every
paragraph.

An attempt to synthesize the results of all of

3

these studies is shown in Figure

1.

Infrequent pacing re-

fers to five or more paragraph pacing, which would include
all questions before or after the entire passage.

Points

around the control level (such as QB-INC, infrequent pacing)
are usually, but not always in the same relationship to
(above or below) the control level as represented in

Figure 1.

(In Rothkopf, 1966, simple instructions to Ss

to attend more closely raised the control level, shifting
the relationship between the controls and some points near

the control level.)

Furthermore, not all of these relation-

ships are always significant effects.

The broken lines

represent the relative position of scores for the particular
groups cited from Washburne (1929).

The graph involves

smoothing the curves of Frase (1967 and i968c) by estimating
a linear fit for his 1,2,4,

tions.

and

5

paragraph pacing condi-

This fit agrees closely with the Patrick (1968) data,

using the average of all rehearsal conditions.

Data from

Rothkopf (1966) was in close agreement assuming that the
frequent pacing in his study

paragraph pacing.

v/as

similar to Frase 's 4 or

5

Data from Rothkopf (1966) and to some ex-

tent from VJashburne (1929) suggest that the effects of all

questions before or after do not differ much from, five

paragraph pacing.

The reason for the deviation in Wash-

burners (1929) data from the general results of the others

may be either the age of the Ss or a difference in the procedure, namely that VJashburne did not instruct his Ss not

4

^

QB-INT

(Washburne)

No.

QB-INT

Items
Correct

QA-INT

QA-INC
^ir^ontrol
'Q.B-INC

QA-INC
(Washburne)
_^

1

.

Frequent

,

Infrequent

Figure

1.

Summary Description of Past Results (see text for explanation).
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to look back at the material as did the others.

Despite the necessary qualifications mentioned above
about some of the details of the effect of pacing, all of
the studies found in general that increasing pacing from
one paragraph to all paragraphs leads to the following
results:
1) For the QB condition,

total scores and INT and

INC separately tend to increase.
2) For the QA condition, total

(and perhaps INC

and INT scores separately) tend to decrease.

3)

For the QB condition, the INC scores increase

to approximately control levels, or above.

The fact that the QA-INC means are generally above the

control level will be referred to as the general facilitative effect of the postquestions.

There is general concensus (Rothkopf, 1965; Rothkopf,
1966; Frase, 196Sb) that in the QB condition, the experi-

mental questions act to focus attention on those statements
in the paragraph v;hich answer the experimental questions.

Rothkopf (1965) uses the term mathemagenic behavior or
responses to refer to any response

iv^hich

contributes to

the process of learning in the situation, e.g., postural

adjustments, eye movements, etc.

He is rather vague about
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the specific responses involved in the
prequestion condition
but implicit in his discussion is the idea
that these responses occur at the time of reading the passage.
The ex-

planation put forward by Frase (1968b) states
explicitly
that the discrimination response produces the
effect in the
QB condition takes place during the reading of
the passage.

The facilitative effects of the QA condition is less

easily explained in terms of responses occurring at the
time of reading the material.

Logically the experimental

question after a paragraph cannot influence the responses
involved in reading the preceding paragraph, since Ss are

instructed not to turn back to the paragraphs once the

experimental questions are encountered.

Rothkopf and

Bisbicos (1967) found that the superiority of Ss in the
QA condition over Ss in the control condition on EQ related
items

v;as

greater for material in paragraphs from the se-

cond half of the passage than for material in paragraphs

from the first half, i.e., there

v;as

an interaction between

treatment and blocks of paragraphs for the

r.vj

related items.

On the basis of this evidence they hypothesized that a post-

question influences reading behavior on succeeding paragraphs, and that Ss learn to learn the material.

Frase (1968a), hov;ever, failed to find any interaction
of blocks of paragraphs with any other variable, although
botli

general and specific effects of postquestioning were

7

found.

"...

He hypothesized that the
post-questions act

to reinforce and maintain previously
learned pro-

blem solving behaviors which are
induced by the nature of
the task . .
(Frase, 1968a,
187).
p.

This explanation is not precise
about the probl«.em
solving skills that lead to the
facilitative effects of the
OA condition. It would seem that the
proposed explanations of the facilitative effect of
post-questioning are
either not supported by some data (i.e.,
the learning to

learn explanation by Rothkopf and Bisbicos,
1967, contradicted by Frase, 1968a) or are vaguely stated

(i.e., Frase,

1968a).

In addition to the fact that these explanations

are not satisfactory accounts of the general
facilitative

effect of post-questioning, i.e., the overall
superiority
of OA conditions for both INT and INC, they do not
explain
the specific effects of post-questions, i.e. the INT-INC

difference.

Even less is said of the specific effect of

post-questioning than is said of the general effect.

Frase (1968a, p. 329) discusses the possibility of a
"review" function of the post-questions.

Of course, it is

important to point out the fact that a question cannot
serve as a review in the sense of giving both a stimulus
and response to be learned, but rather, it only gives part
of the information - the stimulus - to which S must supply

the response.

Only when the experim.ental questions are
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followed by the answers (as in Rothkopf , 1966 the LBA,
SBA, and SAA conditions; Frase, 1967 - knowledge
of results

conditions; of Bruning, 1968), is it appropriate to
use the

term "review" in that sense.

Bruning (1968) also showed

that post-questioning with knowledge of results facilitated

learning more than review statements, refuting the idea
that post-questions serve simply a review function, if they

serve any review function.

Frase (1967) uses the term "implicit review" to account for the effect of post-questions.
elaborate on the meaning of his usage.

He does not
He apparently means

to suggest a mechanism similar to rehearsal of INT materials.
If this is the case, it is not necessarily in disagreement

with the mechanisms to be proposed.

The major criticism

then remains that too little has been devoted empirically
and theoretically to the explanation of the specific

facilitative effect of post-questioning in past studies.

A simple account of the effects in these studies can
be constructed by hypothesizing two operations.

The first

operation is attention at the time of reading the material.

Attention should be understood here strictly as the process
of putting information into som.e form of storage.

Immediate

or nearly immediate recallability of information can be

used as an operationally defined measure of attentiveness.
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The second process will be called retention to represent

either or both the storage of information or the retriev-

ability of the material from storage over time.

Retention

can be operationally defined by the slope of a forgetting
curve for the appropriate information.

An account of the

effects of pre-questioning and post-questioning will

assume that the experimental questions influence these

operations in certain

v;ays.

The effect of an experimental question on either of
these operations may be selective in that it influences
these operations differentially for INC and INT material,
e.g., immediate recall for INC may be less than for INT

material because of selective attention, or the slope of
the forgetting curve for INC items may be greater than
the slope for INT items because of selective retention.

The facilitative effect of the experimental question may
also be c^eneral to the extent that attention or retention
for both INT and INC material in one group is greater than
that in a control or other group.

An explanation strictly in terms of attention implies
that the immediate recall of INT and INC material will be

different but that the forgetting curves for the two types
will be parallel.

An explanation strictly in terms of re-

tention implies that the immediate recall of INC and INT
material will be equal (assuming equivalence of material)
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but that the forgetting curves for the two
types of
material will diverge.
Invoking these processes, the results of the prose
learning studies can be explained as follows:
In the QB condition, the pre-question cues S to attend
(put into storage) more to material relevant to the question

than to the material not related.

The forgetting rate

vs^ill,

however, be the same for both types of material once material
has been entered into storage.

In the control condition, S will attend to all material
at some level probably intermediate between that for INT
and INC material in the QB condition.

In the QA condition, the S attends to the material to
the same degree that control Ss do.

The post-question,

however, increases the ability to retain or retrieve INT

material over time (decreases the rate of forgetting), while
the forgetting rate for INC material remains the same as

that for control Ss, or maybe decreased slightly but not
as much as for INT material.

Evidence for these hypotheses was found by Boyd (1970).
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Combining Sets of Prequestions and Postquestions
If one set of prequestions or postquestions alone can

facilitate learning or recall, then it seems reasonable to
ask what would happen if more than one set of pre- or post-

questions were combined together.

One might expect that if

prequestions increase S's attention for intentional material,
and postquestions retard the rate of forgetting for material

attended to, then the effect of combining a set of pre-

questions with a set of identical postquestions should be
to increase INT post-test scores more than a set of preor postquestions alone.

In fact one might expect the

superiority of INT scores for such a combination of sets
over control scores to be equal to the superiority of the

prequestions alone plus that for the postquestions alone,
i.e., that the effects of combining sets of pre- and post-

questions is additive.

Relevant to this hypothesis is data from Patrick (1968).
In that study, Ss were given prequestions and after reading

the relevant material were asked to either write out the

answers to the prequestions, or to write out the question,
or the question

v;as

repeated.

The condition

whicl;i

re-

sembled the proposed conditions was the QB plus question
repeated.

The INT mean for the QB^ plus repeat question

was 13.8; the QB^-INT mean was 12,8; the QA^-INT was 14.6
and the control was 12.0.

These means do not fit the
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additive model at all, since the QA -INT exceeds the QB
plus repeat question.

5

It is also true that the QA -INT
5

did not seem to fit with any other data.

It was greater

than the QA^^-INT alone (13.7) or QA^-INT averaged over
all conditions of rehearsal (write answer, write question,

repeat question and no rehearsal) (14.2).

This result

does not agree with the generalized results of Figure

which puts QA^ below QA^.

1,

It is also somev;hat odd that

the QA^ alone is above other treatments involving QA^ plus

some form of rehearsal.

The implication of these results

to the author is that the QA^ alone is inflated spuriously.
If this is the case, then the additive model could still

hold for a better estimate of the QA^-INT mean.

estimate

v;as

Such an

taken from Frase (1968c) v;hich used the same

materials and some identical conditions, including QA^,
v/hich yielded results similar to Patrick's

for the QA^.

(1968) except

In Frase (196Sc), the QA^-INT equalled 12.4.

Using that figure, the QB-INT plus repeat question would be

predicted as 13.2. or .6 less than the actual mean.
though this difference

v/as

Al-

not significant (F<1), it is

large enough to cast doubt on the adequacy of the additive

model in this case.

For the one paragraph case, the situation
worse.

vs?as

much

The QB^-INT was 12.5; QA^-INT equalled 13.7;

QB^-INT plus repeat question was 12.1, far below either
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QB^ or QA^-INT alone.

The highest mean for QB plus some

form of rehearsal was only 13.7 (for QB^-INT plus
write
answer) or just equal to QA^-INT alone.

In this case,

however, QA^- INT was deflated, if anything, being
.9 less

than Frase's (1968c) mean and below the mean for all
other

QA^-INT plus rehearsal.

It might, therefore, be concluded

without a doubt that for one paragraph pacing, the combination of QB and QA did not operate additively in Patrick's
(1968) study.

The experimental procedure v;hich involves adjunct post-

questions has similarities to the procedure used by Spitzer
(1939) who had Ss recall at different intervals, from zero

to 63 days, the prose material which they read only once at

day zero.

The common feature of this study

v;ith

the ad-

junct question paradigm is that test-like events leads to

greater recall of material on later tests, even though Ss
are not permitted to restudy the material.

In the Spitzer

(1939) study increased recall is not a function of a for-

ward acting proce^.^, i.e., increased attention or motivation to study later material, as is possible in the Frasefiothkopf paradigm, since all tests come after all study is

Supposedly completed.

The evidence then points to the idea

that the act of testing alone v;ithout knowledge of results
Or further opportunity to restudy the material, leads to
an increase in one's ability to recall that material tested
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at a later time.

Spitzer's data also supports the generali-

zation put forward earlier that the shorter
the interval between the original point of study and the
first
test, i.e.,

the more frequent the pacing, the greater is
the recall for

that material tested at a later time.

Spitzer's data

further suggests very strongly that recall is a
function
of number of previous recalls, i.e., that several
tests

will increase later recall more than a single recall.

This

conclusion, however, must be qualified by mentioning that

number of previous recalls is confounded with time of previous recalls in the Spitzer study.
Raff el (1931) also studied the effect of testing on

later recall, varying time of intervening tests , and number
'

of intervening tests.

Like Spitzer (1939), she partially

confounded time and num>ber of intervening tests, but included a finer breakdown of the data which suggests a new

interpretation to the specific facilitative effect of postquestions.
The term sel

"-ive

retention has been used to explain

the specific facilitative effect of postquestions .

This

term implies a model in which items recallable at time X
will either be recallable or not at a later time, but that

items not recallable at time X will not be recallable thereafter.

The effect of postquestions in this model was to re-

tard the rate at which items once recallable are lost to the
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state of being not recallable on a later test.

The possibility must now be considered that
test-like
events may actually serve to shift items from
the state of

non-recallability to that of recallability

.

The phenomenon

of an item being gotten wrong on one test and
correct on

a later test without opportunity for practice
intervening
is considered an example of reminiscence.

Reminiscence,

as measured by an increase in total score, has recently

been found by Natkin and Stahler (1969) and Natkin and
Becker (1970) for incidental items on a test of prose material with postquestions interspersed.
The breakdown of Raffel's (1931) data also reveals a

reminiscence effect, i.e., items not gotten correct on the
first immediate test of recall which were recalled on
later tests for the first time.

Furthermore, the facili-

tative effect of previous recall test on later tests could
be attributed solely to the reminiscence or recall of new

items on successive tests, rather than any superiority in

recalling items previously recalled.

The probability of

getting an item correct on tests two to

N,

given that it was

correct on test one is constant for all conditions, at any
time X, i.e., intervening tests do not increase the number
of old items gotten consistently correct.

On successive

tests, however, items were recalled for the first time and

items once recalled but forgotten on another test

v;ere

re-
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called again.

The superior scores of groups as a function

Qf ifiumber of tests could be attributed solely to
the number

Qf items gotten correct for the first time on successive

tests and recalled thereafter and those items forgotten

Qne test but recalled on the following tests.

To the best knowledge of the author there is no data

on the Ss* ability to answer postquestions as they are en-

countered during reading of a passage, and a within subject

comparison of their subsequent ability to answer post-test
items recallable or not recallable earlier.

Boyd (1970)

seems to be the only study in which recallability at the
time of encountering postquestions was studied.

That study

did not, however, permit within subject comparisons of item

recall at different times.

On the basis of Raffel's (1931)

data, however, it might be predicted that the decreased slope

of forgetting found in Boyd (1970) for QA-INT scores is at-

tributable at least in part if not in v/hole (as for Raff el)
to reminiscence rather than retention of items recalled at

the time of encountering the postquestion.

xt is further

predicted that combining postquestions of one paragraph pacing and an identical set of postquestions with five para-

graph pacing will lead to better post-test scores for intentional items than would either set of postquestions

alone as a result of reminiscence for more items on suc-

cessive tests.

17

The mext -xjuestion we will ask, is what will happen
if one combines two identical sets of prequestions using

two different -.frequencies of pacing.

No prediction for

this condition .seems justified since the effect of pre-

questions

-at

different levels of pacing has not been ex-

tensively xesearched.

Inclusion of this condition will

be exploratory, in the hope that it may shed some light on
the mechanisms involved in using prequestions.
(Changes Ov e r Blocks of Paragraphs

Rothkopf and Bisbicos (1967) tested the hypothesis
that postquestions led Ss to learn to learn prose material.

They tested this hypothesis by comparing scores on the post
test for items taken from the first and last half of the
passage.

They found by this analysis that the average

score on EQ related questions was greater for the material
in the second half of the passage than material from the

beginning.

This analysis failed to take into account, how-

ever, the time interval betv/een original
test.

r'

^iy and the

post

It is reasonable to expect that the most recently

studied- material would be remembered best.

In Rothkopf

and Bisbicos (1967) as well as Frase (1968b) any i^esults
of the effects of blocks of paragraphs are confounded with

this time factor.

Both primacy and recency effects would

be expected to operate in these cases and so it is question

able whether we should discuss these scores as indicants of

18

learning to learn.

If the term learning to learn is to

have any meaning in the context of these studies, the

measure that might be preferred to test for this effect
would be the Ss' recall scores at the time intervals equi-

distant from the point of original study, but for sucessive blocks of material.

This is to

ask how well can Ss

ansv;er postquestions at the time they are encountered im-

mediately after reading the related material for successive
groups of paragraphs and postquestions?

As it has been

mentioned above, this kind of data has not been reported in
the literature.

METHOD

Subject s

A total of 220 male and female Ss were used.

Twenty

were from the pool of the introductory psychology class at
the University of Massachusetts.

The rem.aining 200 were

from the Educational Psychology classes at the University
of Massachusetts.

Materi als
Two descriptive passages were used

Bahrain (1968) and Background Notes

Appendix A).

:

Bac kqrqund Notes

Botswana (1966) (See

These two passages totalling approximately

2,000 words v;cre mimeographed on twenty separate pages of

approximately 100 words each.

.

Experimental questions (EQs)
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were mimeographed on separate pages as one word fill-ins.

Subjects v;rote answers in spaces next to the question.
The criterion test was also on three sheets of paper, and
the answers were on a separate answer sheet.

Procedure
The design includes 11 between-subject conditions which
are listed in Table 1.

Within Ss there

tors: a) Blocks of paragraphs

—

v;ere

two other fac-

first and second blocks

of 10 paragraphs each; b) Type of item on the post-test

intentional (INT) or incidental (INC).

—

The order of the

passages was counterbalanced so that the Bahrain passage
was presented first to half of the Ss and the Botsv/ana

passage was presented first to the other half.
The EQs were one word fill-ins on pages separated from
the paragraphs.

Answers

v;ere

For each paragraph, two EQs were asked.

written in the space provided on the page

where the question appeared.

These were single words,

numbers, or dates.
The different conditions were administered to Ss from
the Introductory Psychology subject pool in groups up to
six, and to the Educational Psychology Ss in class groups
of 14 to 28.

Introductory Psychology Ss

v;ere

tested in a

classroom set aside for the purpose, while the Educational
Psychology Ss were tested in their regular Educational

20

TABLE

1

List of Eleven Conditions

Condition

Name

1.

No experimental questions

q

2.

Question before every paragraph

QB^

3.

Five questions before every five paragraphs

QB^

4.

Question after every paragraph

QA^

5.

Five questions after every five paragraphs

QA,

6.

Question before every paragraph plus five
questions before every five paragraphs

7.

QB^QB^

Question before every paragraph plus a
question after every paragraph

QB^QA^

8. Question before every paragraph plus five

questions after every five paragraphs
9.

QB^QA^

Five questions before every five paragraphs
plus a question after every paragraph

QB^-QA^

10. Five questions before every five paragraphs

plus five questions after every five paragraphs

QB^QA^

11, Question after every paragraph plus five

questions after every five paragraphs

QA^QA^
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Psychology ^c:lassroom.

After all were seated in the
room,
each S was ^given a packet of materials
including
the

passages and.EQs.

The general instructions (see
Appendix

P) were read ^aloud to the Ss by E.

were read,

After the instructions

answered all questions.

read the materials.

The Ss then began to

As each S finished reading the
materials,

be raised his hand in accordance with
the instructions, and
E picked up the materials while
giving the S a copy of the
post-test, answer sheet and written instructions
for answering the questions. The post-test included
all of the EQs
plus two incidental questions from each
paragraph (see Ap-

pendix B for the post-test questions).

Analys is
All answers were scored by the author and another
scorer, independently.

One point was given for each answer

which was the exact word, number, date or phrase called for
tsee Appendix C), or if it deviated in spelling only slightly, or if a large number

v;as

off by less than

1

per cent,

or if the ansv;er was a synonym for the correct word.

half point

ivas

One-

given for any answer which did not match the

criteria for a full point, but which was judged

to^

knowledge of the correct answer on the part of the

indicate
S and

v;hich v/as judged not to be a confusion with any other in-

formation conveyed in the passages.
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FRESULTS AND DISCUSSION

General Analysis

Cochran's C (Myers, 1966, p. 73) was calculated
for
the INT and :iNC scores of all treatments for the
data of
each scorer :separately.

significant

"for

ly; df = 22/19,

These test statistics were non-

both scorers

p> .05).

(C =

.086 and .091, respective-

This indicated that the assumption

of homogeneity of variance should not be rejected.

Conse-

quently, all analyses were carried out on the raw scores.

The inter judge reliability was estimated for the INT
and iNC scores for the two judges used to score the data.

The pearson product-moment correlation for the INT scores
was .969; the correlation for the INC scores was .976.

A second reliability check was carried out by doing an
identical analysis on the overall set of data for both
judges.

This was an 11x2x2x2x2 ANOVA.

a) treatments (T)
b) item type

— the

CD— INT

The factors were

11 conditions listed in table 1;

or INC; c) passage (P)

— Botswana

or

Bahrain; d) order of passage (0)— Bahrain first or Botswana

first; e) question set (Q)

— set

one or set

tv;o.

The two

cLnalyses yielded comparable results for all effects, i.e.,

effects

vjere

either significant or not significant at the

*05 level for both sets, except in the case of the IxP

and the TxQxI interaction.

In both cases these were signi-
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ficant for the second scorer s data
1/176, p<.01; and F

=

1.88, df

=

(F = 6.66,

=

=

10/176, p<.05, respective-

ly), but not significant for the E's data (F

p>.05; and F

df

1.5, p>.10, respectively).

=

2.15,

In general, the

F ratios were slightly larger for the second scorer's

data.

All further analyses reported will be based on the
data scored by the E.

It is not expected that there v;ould

be great differences betv;een these and the analyses of the
second scorer, considering the high reliability coefficients
and the virtual absence of disagreement in the overall

analyses.

Where differences might arise, they would most

likely be in the direction of a type II error,

since the

error variance for the E's scores tended to be greater than
that of the second scorer.

Post-test scores were analyzed for differences among
means of the nine Educational Psychology classes and the
group of fourteen freshman Ss in a one-way ANOVA for unequal
and disproportional cell frequencies by the method of un-

weighted means (Myers, 1966, p. 106-108).

fect of classes

vv^as

Since the ef-

not significant (F<1) all Ss were

pooled for all other analyses.
Ove rall analysis
The complete set of data was evaluated in the

11x2x2x2x2 ANOVA described above as part of the reliability
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check.

The analysis served two other purposes.

First it

was used to test the effect of the
passages (P), order of
passages (0), and location of passages
(L) , and question
sets (Q), as well as the interaction
of these factors with
other effects. None of these factors were
directly relevant
to the main hypotheses. However, it was
important to iden-

tify their effects.

In particular, significant interactions

of these variables with other effects would
tend to limit

the generalizability of the results, especially
if the inter-

actions were disordinal.
Secondly, the error terms were used in subsequent

analyses of subsets of these treatments.

The rationale for

this procedure follows from the rationale of using the overall error term when testing simple effects on one df.

In

other words, since homogeneity of variance is assumed,
then it should be concluded that error variance for a

test of any subset of scores is best estimated from the

entire data rather than just from the subset of scores.
There was no signiixcant effect of the question set
(F<l,df

=

1/176, p>.10).

(Q)

Likewise, the effect of the order

of the passages (0) was not significant (F

=

1.16, df =

1/176, p>.10), nor was the OxQ interaction significant
(F = 1.1,

df

=

1/176, p>.10).

Furthermore, these variables

did not interact significantly with any of the other effects tested, except in a very

fev;

cases.

In only one
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TABLE

2

Means for the T and the Txl Effects
for the Post-Test Scores

Treatment

Mean of
INT and INC

INT

INC

c

6.32

6.55

6.43

QB

8.75

4.44

6.59

QBj

7.29

5.58

6.43

QA^

9.50

5.14

7.32

8.50

5.44

7.00

8.83

4.57

6.70

QB^QA

11.30

3.63

7.46

QB^QAg

12.78

5.81

9.29

QB^QA^

10.95

5.88

8.42

QB5QA3

10.61

4.70

7.66

QAjQAj

11.68

5.84

8.76

QB^QBj
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case was this interactions disordinal, hence
requiring

qualifications regarding the ordering of the means.
This was the TxIxOxQ interaction.

given in Table A of Appendix E.
OxL interaction (F

The means for this are

Also significant was the

8.5, df = 1/176, p<.01).

=

Means for

this are given in Table B of Appendix E,

Comparison with Past Results

A 2x2x2x2 ANOVA was carried out in which the factors
were 1) Question position before or after;

2)

Pacing

one or five paragraphs; 3) Item type; and 4) Location of

paragraph.

The first three factors are variables which

have been manipulated in the past.

Before continuing to

interpret the results of the new conditions of this study,
it was considered important to know how the results of this

study compared with those of earlier studies.
The only significant effects were the item type
(F = 135,

df - 1/176, p<.01) INT

X Item Type (F

=

-

=

35, df = 1/176,

Location of Paragraph

(F

=

4.98, df

8.5, INC
p<:.01);
=

2

=

1/176,

p<;^.01).

5.1; Pacing

Item Type x

1/176; p<.01); and

the Question Position x Location of Passage

df

=

(F

=

12.15,

Means for these are shown in Figures

thru 4.

The most striking result of the analysis of posttest scores is the fact that there was no general facili-
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9.13
9

No.

Items 8.
Correct

7

6

—

5

4.79

Paragraph Pacing
Figure

2

The Item Type X Pacing Interaction for the Post-Test Scores,
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10

9.69
-

No.

INT
9.63

8

Items
Correct

Second

First
Passage

Figure

3

The Item Type X Location of Passage Interaction for the
Post-Test Scores.
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9

First

Second

Passage

Figure 4

The Question Position X Location of Passage Interaction for
the Fost-Test Scores,
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tative effect of post-questions (as
noted in Table 2).
For all treatment groups the mean INC
score was less than
controls, though not significantly so
according to the
Newman-Keuls test (Winer, 1962,
p, 80).
The finding of
QA-INC means below the control is
unprecedented in the

literature except for Washburne (1929), and
Boyd (1970).
The reason for these exceptions to an
otherwise very
reliable finding is not altogether clear. The
two dis-

tinguishing features of the Washburne (1929) study

—

junior high Ss and lack of instructions not to
look back

—

are not features of this study nor of the Boyd
(1970)
study.

In the Boyd (1970) study it was speculated that the

depression of QA-INC post-test scores was attributable to
arousal.

This explanation was strengthened by indirect

evidence from Natkin and Stabler (1969) that arousal was
elicited by the post-question condition which subsequently
led to a reminiscence effect over a period of a week.

Their data suggested that the arousal extinguished after
repeated post-questioning.
Such an extinction of arousal might be inferred from
the significant Item Type x Location of Passage interaction.

The INT scores drop from 8.73 to 8.29, while the INC scores

increase from 4.87 to 5.43.

The increase in INC would be

predicted by the hypothesis put forward by Boyd (1970),
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The decrease in INT recall would be expected
if it is

hypothesized that arousal facilitated INT learning.

Such

an hypothesis was presented by Easterbrook
(1959).

The discrepancy betv/een the results of the vast

majority of studies and the Boyd (1970) as well as this
study has still not been explained.

The foregoing dis-

cussion concerning arousal implies that Ss were, perhaps,
more aroused in this and the Boyd (1970) study.
were true, it is not clear why.

If this

In the Boyd (1970) study,

the experimental setting was probably novel to the Ss, in-

volving as it did a remote controlled slide projector,
sounds of relays, an intercom, and a darkened cubicle in

which the S was isolated.

This undoubtedly produced more

arousal than the usual familiar classroom setting of most
past studies.

On the other hand, this study was not so

different from past studies.

Aside from the reading

materials, the only difference between this and other

studies was in the somewhat more involved instructions designed to insure optimal performance in answering the post

questions.

The involved instructions may have had a great

er arousal effect.

The fact that
per paragraph

tv;o

v;ere used

INT questions and

tv;o

INC questions

in this study in contrast to only

one and one in other studies may have also been a contri-

buting factor.
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A second hypothesis

was that the apparent difficulty

pf the task in this study was a factor
in the absence of
general facilitation. This would not
have been the case
the WashJ^urne (1929) study where the
control mean was
^hove 50% of the total possible score.
In the present
gtudy, _Ss were required to learn
approximately twice as
much material as in other studies of this
sort. Furtherf9.c

the material used in this study and in Boyd
(1970)

fnpre^

was possibly more difficult than material in
other studies,

pinee it involved many foreign words, foreign
names, large
numbers, and dates, rather than common English words.
piean

The

control score (6.4) was 32% of the possible total

(?Q), for this study, and 39% in Boyd (1970).

The control

means for most other studies exceeded 50%, except for

Rothkopf (1966) and Rothkopf and Bisbicos (1967) in which
the control means were around 35%.

In the latter study,

no INT items were included on the post-test, but the INC

scores were above the control mean.

In the Rothkopf

(1966) study there was also a general facilitative effect.

The difference between the Rothkopf (1966) study and this
one is that the INT scores in this study were all below
50% (for all treatments involving one set of questions),

whereas, they were all above 50% in the Rothkopf (1966)
study.

It might be concluded from this that the questions

in this study were not as effective in eliciting the

specific

f aci].itative

responses generally elicited in the
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other studies.

However, the analysis reveals that
there

was some specific facilitative effect due
to questions.

This effect was not as great as in the Rothkopf
(1966)
Study where the INT means were 30 to 40% above
the control
weans, whereas, the difference was only 10 to
15% in this

study.

This may be due to the fact that there were twice as

many questions to answer as are generally used.

Assuming

a limited capacity for the mechanisms involved
in the

specific facilitative effects, one might reasonably speculate that the capacity was overloaded in this study much

more than in the previous studies, and that the Ss could not,
therefore, utilize the questions as efficiently.

In like

manner, the overload of the capacity of these mechanisms

might have caused the decrement in the INC recall for the

postquestion conditions.
Basically, the puzzle must be left unsolved until a

Study is carried out varying these paramet'=^rs.

This is a

particularly crucial issue, since the general facilitative
effects of postquestioning is a desirable one for instructional engineering.

,

Another failure to replicate previously reliable

phenomena was in the lack of any interaction between the
tv/o

levels of pacing

—

one and five paragraphs

—

and the
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two levels of question position

-

before and after

<F<1).

Such an interaction was significant
in the Frase
(1968a and 1968c), and Patrick (1968)
studies. A tendency
for ci similar interaction appeared in
Washburne (1929).

These two failures to replicate reliable
findings
creates a problem for the interpretation
of findings for

combinations of question sets and relating those
results
to past results.

Can the results of combining sets of

questions be generalized to situations more
similar to
those of the Frase, Rothkopf and Patrick studies?
For
example, given the means for Rothkopf (1966), if

the ef-

fects of combining sets of questions were to add
together
it would require mean scores approaching 100% (control
31%, QB-IInTT

=

65%, QA-INT = 63%.

Therefore, QB

+

=

QA-INT

=

This is quite a different situation from the one

97%).

in this study which requires at most an INT score of 60%

for QA

+

QB-INT.

This is less than the mean INT score for

one set of questions in the Rothkopf (1966) study.

The one result of past studies which was replicated
was that of the pacing x type of item interaction.
INC scores increased as INT scores decreased.

The

It ds inter-

esting to note, however, that this same negative correlation
did not hold for individuals, either v/ithin all treatments
or vjithin individual treatments.

The correlation between

the total INT and INC scores for all groups was .4 7.

For
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individual groups, the correlation ranged
between .70
for the QA^ group and .23 for the Qi^
group.

These high correlations within treatments
are another
measure of the low SI/TOQ effect relative
to the S/TOQ effeet. They point out more clearly,
however,

the fact that

the INC decrement is not proportional
to the INT incre-

ment for individuals.

Rather, there seems to be individual

variation in ability to retain material.

Each treatment

caused a particular increment for INT and decrement
for
INC material, but these increments and decrements
were

fairly constant across all Ss within a particular
treatment.

Two-Question Conditions
The practical importance of this study was to find

out whether or not asking the same question twice as an

EQ would facilitate INT recall on

asking the question only once.

a

post-test more than

The difference between

the INT means for treatments involving two sets of questions
(Y = 11.01),

i.e., treatments 6-11 in table 1, with the

means of treatments involving one set of questions (Y

=

i.e., treatments 2-5 in table

10,04,

df

=

1,

was significant (F

=

1/176, p<.01).

Furthermore, all two-question set treatment means
(INT as well as INT plus INC) v;ere above all other one-

question-set treatm.ent means, with the exception of the

8.5),

.
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QB^QB^ condition which was below the
QA^ for the INT and
below both QA^^ and QA^ for the INT plus
INC.
Hence the
simple speculation that if one question
set is beneficial,
two should be more beneficial to
learning, was confirmed.
The next question asked was, is the effect
of combining question sets additive?

The Additive Model

Having established that two questions are better
than
one, it remains to be discovered how the effects
of the

questions combine.

The simplest model is to assume that

the effects of combining one condition v;ith another is

additive.

That is, for example, the superiority of the

QA^QA^ condition over the control equals the sum of the

superiority of the QA^ over the control plus the superiority of the QA^ over the control.

Such a model is readily

tested using the standard ANOVA.

This is done by arrang-

ing one set of conditions to be combined as different
levels of one factor.

The conditions to be combined with

the first set are arranged as levels of a second factor.

The absence of an interaction betv;een the two factors is

support for the additive model.

A significant interaction

would imply non-additivity

Three analyses

v;ere

carried out to test the additive

model for all the combinations.

The arrangement of the
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conditions in these analyses is listed
in table

3.

One thing must be remembered in
these and subsequent
tests of additivity. Support for
the hypothesis comes
from failure to find an interaction.
Therefore, a Type
II error is more serious than a
Type I error. This is
contrary to the usual practice of trying
to reject the
null hypothesis. Therefore, rather than
adjusting the error rate for multiple comparisons of the
same data by requiring greater F ratios for rejection, we will
be very
liberal in rejecting the null, in this way
we can have
more confidence that failure to reject the
null hypothesis
is not a Type II error, and that the data
approximates

predictions from the additive model very closely.
In the first analysis, nine of the 11 treatments were

organized in a 3x3x2x2x2x2 design.
tions before (B)

—

Factors were: a) ques-

none, every paragraph, every five para

graphs; b) questions after (A)

—

none, every paragraph,

every five paragraphs; c) order of paragraphs (0); d) loca
tion of passage (L)

;

and e) item type (I).

The mean score for the No QA condition was 6.49, for
the

a^^^

which

wc.s

p<.01).
df

=r.

condition 7.73, and for the QA^ condition 7.97,
a significant effect (F = 5.24, df = 2/176,

The B effect was not significant (F

2/176, p>.10).

=

1.66,

The Axl and Bxl interactions were sig

TABLE

3

Order of Conditions for Test of Additivity

Factor A

^
Factor B

C

o

*1

^5

QA,

QA^
5

J.

QB^

QA^QB^

B^ QB^

QA^QB^

B

^^l^^S
QB^Qh^

Factor A

Factor OA^
IA5

Oh^

lA^

C

QA^

QA5

Q^A3

•

Factor

Factor OB^

D

B5

OB^

IB^

C

QB-

IB5 QBj

1

QBj^QBj

1

B.
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nificant effects
F

(F

=

38.50, df

=

2/176, p<.oi; and

34.45, df = 2/176, p<.01, respectively)
for which the
means are shown in Figures 5 and 6.
The significant
=

BxIxQ interaction (F

=

4.27, df = 2/176, p<.01) did not

alter the ordering of the INT-INC differences
of the Bxl
interaction. The means are given in Table C
of Appendix
E.

Likewise the order of the INT-INC means at
different
levels of A were not altered by the significant
AxIxC in-

teraction

(F

4.00, df - 2/176, p<.05) as the means in

=

Table D of Appendix E demonstrate.

The AxBxIxOxQ (means

found in Table A of Appendix E) and the AxOxC
effects were

significant
=

(F =

9.59, df

2/176, p<,01).

=

4/176, p<.01; and F

=

6.39,

The AxOxC means are given in Table D

of Appendix E along with the corresponding AxL means, which

are an alternate interpretation to the AxOxC,

This analysis lent support to the additive model of
the effect of combining sets of questions, since neither

the AxB nor the AxBxI interactions were significant
(F = 1.60,

df

=

4/^.;3,

p>.10, respectively).

p>.10; and F

=

1.25, df

=

4/176,

Although the AxB interaction was

not significant, there is a marked deviation of the

QB^QA^-INT mean from what would be expected if the data
fit the additive model perfectly.
«

The QB^QA^-IMT mean (12.75) is two points higher
than what the additive model would predict (10.75).

A

o

b

1

Factor A
Figure

5

The Item Type X A Interaction for the Post-Test Score

10.94

11

10

INT
9.62

No. 8
Items
Correct

8.11

5.71

4.63

B

B.

Factor B
Figure 6
The Item Type X B Interaction for the Post-Test Scores,
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t test of that difference was significant
at the .025

level (t

=

2.44, df = 19).

Such a result suggests it

would be unwise to entertain the additive
model for the entire set of data, and that for the QB^^QA^
treatment at
least, additivity should be rejected.

In all other cases,

the INT sample means did not deviate
significantly from

the predicted m.eans.

The second analysis had as factors: QB^

—

present; QB^

—

absent or

absent or present, and item type.

Neither

factor was significant (F<1 in both cases), nor was the in

teraction of the QB^ factor with the item type
df

=

(F =

2.70,

1/176, p>.10), nor the B^xB^ interaction (F<1).

However, the interaction of the

significant

(F =

37.64, df

=

B^^

with the item type was

1/176, p<.01).

The three way

interaction B^xB^x item type was significant at the .10
level (F

=

2.81, df - 1/176).

These are shown in Figure

7

None of these deviate from the additive predictions at the
.10 level.

The third analysis had as factors: QA^
present; QA^

—

df

=

absent or

absent or present, and item type.

nificant effects were A^ (No QA^
(F = 4.81,

—

1/176, p<.05);

p^,05); and A^x item type (F

=

=

The sig

6.7, QA^ = 8.0)

A^xl

(F = 4.56,

16.99, df

=

df

=

1/176

1/176, p<.01).

Means for the last two are given in Figures 8 and 9,

—
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QB^-INT
8.83

8.75

8

No.

Items
Correct

7.29
O QB^~INT

No QBj--INC
5758 ^

QB^-INC
4.56

4.44
1

No QB.

QB.

Factor

E,

Figure

7

The Item Type X B^ x B- InteractiorA for the Post-Test Scores

10.59

Factor A
Figure 8
The Item Type X A

Interaction for the ^ost-Test Scores
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No.

Items
Correct
7.

5.

'

——

b———'—

.

No QAg

1^

QA^

Factor Ac
Figure
The

Ite.-n

Type X

A,.

9

Interaction for the Post-Test Scores,
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Neither the A^xA^ nor the three
way interaction was
significant (Fa, and F = 2.47,
df - 1/176, p>.lO, respectively).
These lend still further
support
to the

additive hypothesis.

Nor were there any significant
dif-

ferences between the predicted
and obtained scores.
The additive model might be
tentatively accepted
with the qualifications noted above
since the AxB and
AxBxI interactions and the B^xB^, B^xB^xI,
and A^xA^ interactions failed to reach significance

at the .10 level,

and the A^xA^xI failed to reach
significance at the .05
level.

The next important question was whether
the apparent
additivity of the data was due to the hypothesized
selective
attention and selective retention. Evidence for
this hypothesis required analysis of the EQ scores as an
indicant
of the immediate and intermediate recall.

i^Il^l^i^^l^

2£ Ansv;ers to Experimental Questi ons

Scores for the answers to Experimental Questions were

important for several reasons.

The EQ scores give an esti-

mate of the amount of information attended to during reading.

This is especially true for scores on EQ's after every

paragraph.

Such an

estimate of attention can be used to

test the hypothesis that prequestions facilitate learning
by increasing attention to the material.
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The EQ scores are a measure of nearly immediate recall for information read in the passages.

The EQ scores

for different paragraphs are not confounded with unequal

intervals of time between initial learning and time of

testing

—

the problem which arose in the interpretation

of the Rothkopf and Bisbicos (1967) study, as discussed

in the introduction.

Finally, the difference between EQ

scores and post-test (PT) scores gives a measure of for-

getting during the brief period of reading the passage.
This measure of forgetting can be used to test the hypothesis that postquestions reduce the rate of forgetting INT

material.
The analysis was an 8x2x2x2x2,
(listed in Table

Factors were treatments

4); question set; order; location of

passage; and Delay of question (D)

—

immediate recall as

an EQ or delayed recall as an INT post-test item after
all paragraphs have been read.

The mean score for the

EQ (.65) was significantly greater than the mean INT posttest score (.54)

u

ing forgetting.

The forgetting varied significantly with

treatments

Table 4.

(F =

=

247.25, df - 1/144, p<:.01),

indicat-

7,86, df = 1/144, p^.Ol) as shown in

The forgetting also varied significantly with

the passages.

The EQ scores were equal to .65 for both

passages but dropped to .58 for the Bahrain post-test
scores, and .53 for the Botswana post-test scores (F

=

TABLE 4

Means for the TxD Interaction for the
Analysis of EQ and Post-Test Scores.

EQ.s
OA.

Post-'

.60

.48

QB^QA^

.79

.57

QB5QA3

.69

.55

QA^QA^ (1)

.68

.58

QA5

.48

.43

QB^QA^

.70

.64

QB^QA^

.62

.56

QA^QA^ (5)

.67

.58

J.
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15.01, df

=

1/144, p<.01).

also significant

(F

=

The OxCxD interaction was

45.12, df

=

1/144, p<.01).

This

OxCxD interaction can also be interpreted as a DxL inter-

action

—

more forgetting occurs for material from the

first passage than for material from the second passage
(means for both interpretation appear in Table F of

Appendix E).
In addition to the above, the DxW and the CxDxW in-

teractions were significant
p<.01; and F

=

(F = 6.50,

df = 19/2736,

6.13, df = 19/2736, p<.01, respectively).

These are undoubtedly due to differences in item difficulty.

Selective retention and selective attention
.

Part of the Boyd (1970) study can be cross validated

by data in this study.

It is possible to compare the levels

of recall for INT material during the reading of the pas-

sage (reflected in EQ scores) and the rate of forgetting
for the QA^,QA^,Qi.^ and QB^ conditions.

means used in these comparisons.

Table

5

shows the

No test of the recall af-

ter every paragraph was possible for QA^ since the post-

questions after five paragraphs would not influence recall

before the questions were encountered.

The recall would,

thus logically, be the same as for QA^ (EQ), except for any

changes over paragraphs.

This did not occur in this study

)

TABLE

5

Conditions and Means Used to Test Immediate and
Delayed Recall for QB^, QB^, QA^ and QA^ Conditions.

Test of:

Condition

Mean

QB^QA^ (E.Q.)

.79

QB^QA^ (E.Q.)

.70

VP.T,

.44

QB^QA^ (E.Q.)

.69

QB3QA3 (E.Q.)

.62

QB5

(P.T.)

.36

(E.Q.)

.62

QA^QA^ (E.Q.g)
^1

(P.T.)

(QAj^-E .Q.)

.67
.48

(.62)

QA5

(E.Q.)

.48

QA5

(P.T.)

.43
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(see section on changes over paragraphs).

The recall after each paragraph for the average
of the

QB^CQB^QA^ - EQ) and QB^(QB^QA^ - EQ) was compared
with the
recall for each paragraph without prequestions (QA^).

As

was predicted for the selective attention hypothesis,
the

average QB score (.66) was significantly greater than the
QA^ score (.62; F

=

8.0, df = 1/144, p<.01).

The difference

between the QB^QA^(EQ) and QA^(EQ) was significant
12.0, df = 1/144, p<.01).

(F =

The difference between the

QB5QA^(EQ) and QA^(EQ) was not significant

(F = 2.04,

df =

1/144, p>.10).

The forgetting (EQ minus PT) for QA^ (.14) was signi-

ficantly less than the forgetting for the average of QB^
and QB^ (.34)

df = 1/144, p<.05).

(F = 6.6,

between the amount

of'

forgetting for QB^ and QA^ (.35) and

the QB^ and the QA^ (.33) were significant (F
15.0, respectively; df

The differences

=

=

18.4 and

1/144, p<.01), confirming the pre-

dictions from the selective retention hypothesis.

The

difference between the forgetting for the QB^ and QB^ treatments was not significant (F<1), giving strong support to
the hypothesis that the QB condition affects only the initial level of attention (reflected in the EQ scores) but

that the rate of forgetting will be the same for all QB

conditions.
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The strong additive model
The evidence suggested that the
effects of combining
questions is additive in all conditions
except the QB^QA^,
and also that the specific facilitative
effects of the QA^,
and the two QB conditions alone are
produced by different
mechanisms. More specifically, evidence
supported the hypothesis that the QA condition leads to less
forgetting than
the QB condition, between the time a
paragraph is read and
the time an immediate post-test is taken.
Furthermore,

there is strong evidence for the hypothesis
that the QB condition does not influence the rate of forgetting
at all,

since forgetting for both QB, and QB^ was equal.
In order to fully demonstrate the validity of the

additive hypothesis, it is necessary to show evidence
that
the addition of INT scores for the combined question con-

ditions is the result of selective attention and selective

retention equal to that found for the QB conditions and QA
conditions alone.

Support for the strong additive model re-

quired the identical forgetting rates for the three levels
of QB at each level of QA.

Statistically this requires the

absence of an interaction between the treatments and delay
of testing.

To test this, three analyses v;ere performed.

first was on the three conditions involving the

QA^^

The

condi-

.
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tion

QA^, QB^QA^, and QB^QA^^.

For these three condi-

tions, the amount of forgetting was
compared (EQ

difference).

—

pt

Forgetting rates were found to be
significant

ly different (F = 7.13, df

=

2/144, p<.01).

For QA^ the

forgetting was .12, .22 for QB^QA^, and
.14 for QB^QA,
The difference between the forgetting
for QA^ and QB^QA^^
was not significant (F<1), but the
differences between

forgetting for the QB^QA^ and the QA^ and QB^QA^
respective
ly, were significant (F = 12.5 and F =
8.0, respectively;
df = 1/144, p<.01). Therefore, in spite
of the fact that
the QB^Qa^ -INT post-test mean fit the additive
model, the

process by which this came about was not the result
of the

combined processes that produced the QA^ and QB^-INT
scores
alone.

The second analysis was done on the forgetting scores
for the QA^ and QB^QA^ conditions (the QB^QA^ condition was

not included in this analysis since the post-test scores

did not fit the additive model).

The average amount of

forgetting for the wA^ (.05) did not significantly differ
from that of the QB^QA^ (.09)

df - 1/144, p>.10),

(F = 1.3,

supporting the strong additive model.
The third analysis on the forgetting for the QA^ (.05)
and the QA^QA^ (using EQ^ scores; mean

nificant difference betv/een those means
1/144, pv.lO).

=

.09) found no sig(F

=

1.3, df

=
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In summary, it must be concluded
that only the a^^,
QAg, and QB^ conditions meet the
minimal criteria for in-

ferring that their effects combine in
an additive fashion.
For two cases in which the QB^ condition
was paired with
another, the results of the combination
did not fit the

additive model.

Interestingly, however, the non-additive

effects of the QB^ condition were not
consistently in the
same direction. QB^^QA^-INT post-test mean
was higher than
predicted by the additive model. The QB^^QA^-INT
post-test

mean was in close agreement with the expected
mean, but was
the result of a rate of forgetting which deviated
from the

QA^ rate.

These are in addition to the failure to repli-

cate the interaction of question x pacing

—

largely be-

cause the QB-INT mean was not near the control level as
in past studies.

The conclusion that

QB^^

does not combine

additively is only reinforced by the results of Patrick
(1968) where in a related study, the same conclusion was

drawn.
It was suggested in the beginning that the combination
of the QB^ condition with others might cast some light on

the operation of that prequestion condition.

Instead,

these results pose some difficult problems for understanding its effect.

In the absence of the usual QB^ effect, it

seems useless to try to explain the other results.
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Changes over Paragraphs

Rothkopf and Bisbicos (1967) concluded that the general facilitative effect of postquestions is the result of
ft

learning to learn process.

As mentioned earlier, the data

used was not adequate to support this conclusion, since recall scores were confounded with different intervals between original learning and testing.

More appropriate

data was collected in this study in the form of answers to
EQ's from the first and second passage.

Unfortunately, no

general facilitative effect was found in this study so that
the Rothkopf and Bisbicos (1967) hypothesis cannot be

tested.

Nevertheless, a very important result of this

study must be noted, namely the significant location of

passage x delay of question interaction
1/144, p/.Ol).

(F

=

45.1, df

=

Although the post-test scores increased

from .53 for the first passage to .55 for the second
passage, the scores decreased from .66 to .64 for the EQ's,
Hence, one would come to opposite conclusions about

learning to learr

•'n

this study depending upon whether

one studies the EQ or the PT scores.

Might not the same

have been true of the Rothkopf and the Bisbicos (1967)
data?

Certainly this result casts doubt on the validity

of their post-test data reflecting the events taking place

during the process of reading.
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Conditional probabilities
Th^ Raffel (1931) study suggested
that testing facilitated later recall by increasing
reminiscence
the recall
Of answers previously not
recalled, p(C,lE^). Testing
does
not affect the probability
of recalling answers
previously
recalled, pCC^lC^), according to
the Raffel

-

(1931) data.

It was speculated that superior
INT scores in the QA condition were the result of a similar
process.
The probabilities of items gotten
correct or incorrect
on the post-test and correct
or incorrect on EQ's are
given in Table 6. The probabilities
of correct or incorrect
answers on the three successive encounters
with the questions in the QA^QA^ condition are given
in Table 7.
It was found that the QA^QA^-INT mean was
significantly greater than the QA^ mean (F
as predicted.

=

14.1, df

=

1/176, p<.01)

Contrary to predictions that the difference

would be attributable to a difference in
reminiscence, the
amount of reminisc -,e was equal (.17) in both cases.
The reason for the post-test differences seems
to be a

combination of two factors.

There was a slight, but not

significant superiority of QA^QA^ on one paragraph EQ«s
over the QA^-EQ's.

There was a significant difference be-

tween the probability of items gotten correct on the se-

cond encounter and the post-test given that it was correct

TABLE

6

Correct or Incorrect
^^^"^^
nn^'^h^^u^^i^^
on
the Post-Test, and Correct or Incorrect
as EQ's.
P(Cj^+C2)

P(Cj^+E2)

PCEj^+C^)

P(E +E

QA^

.40

.21

.07

QB,QA,

.51

.28

-04

.47

.22

•

06

.25

.53

.16

.04

.27

.36

.13

.06

.45

.59

.12

.04

.25

QB3QA5

.48

.14

.04

.34

QA^QA^(EQ^)

.65

.04

.03

.28

QB^QA^
QAj^QA^(EQ

)

33
•

1

/
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TABLE

f

7

"^^^^^

Incorrect
arEo''''''Er
EQ^, EQ^ ^nS^^^'iJ^'r
as
and on the Post-Test for the QA^QA^
Condition.
.51

.12

P(VE2.C3)

.02

P(VE2.E3)

.02

P(E^.C2.C3)

.02

PCE^+C^+E^)

.01

P(E^.E2.C3)

.02

P(E^+E2+E3)

.25
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on the first encounter for the QA^QA^
condition (.79),
and the probability of an item gotten correct
on the posttest, given it was correct as an EQ item
=
(.64)

df= 1, p<.01).

(x^

24.8,

This is in contradiction to the predictions

made on the basis of Raff el (1931).

it tends to support

the notion suggested by the selective retention
hypothesis

that an item put into storage at the time of reading is

kept in storage with higher probability after a post-question is encountered.

An alternative model for the combination of conditions
The strong additive model is a reasonable and simple

description of how the QB and QA conditions might combine.
The prequestions facilitate the initial recall

a

certain

amount, while the postquestions determine how much will be

forgotten by the time the post-test is administered.
a given

For

post-question condition (QA^ or OA^) a constant

net amount of material, e.g., two items, is forgotten, regardless of the initial level of recall.

There is another reasonable and simple model.

As in

the additive model prequestions facilitate initial recall
a certain amount.

However, postquestions determine the pro

portion of initially recalled material that will be recalled on the post-test.

That is, p(C2/C^) will be con-

stant for any treatment including a particular postquestion
condition.

Likewise the probability of reminiscence.

-
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'^^^^\^^)

constant for any postquestion
condition. Both
-ihese models are mutually
exclusive except for the
re.^toicted ^ases, where no
forgetting occurs or where
the
5L:nltlal level of recall
is equal for all groups.
:i'S

V.n6er certain conditions,
especially when the initial

levels Of recall for two conditions
under comparison do not
differ greatly and when the rates
of forgetting are not
too great, predictions from the
two models do not differ
drastically. Take for instance, a
case in which initial recall in the QA^ condition is 50
items and initial recall
for the
is 55 items and the second
model is the
correct one. If only 10% of the items
are forgotten, then

the amount of forgetting for the two
treatments,
and 5.5 items, does not differ greatly.

5

items

The result might

easily be mistaken for that of the first
model.

Given the

reality of a certain amount of error variance,
the two
models would probably be indiscriminable
in
this case.

Before testir_ -his model, let us consider
the signifi-

cance of these mathematical relationships in
terms of what
they imply about the Ss behavior and his
information pro-

cessing capabilities.

Undoubtedly many theories or models

of learning or information processing could
predict one or
the other of these mathematical relationships.

only consider two broadly defined explanations.

We shall
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The additive and the proportional models
can be con3Uere6 the result of two reasonable explanations
of what
happens in the course of reading and learning
with adjunct
questions. Consider- what happens to the
subject in each

condition.

In the post-question condition alone,
he must

read a certain amount of material with no knowledge
of what
is or is not relevant to the task.
He will undoubtedly try
to maintain as much of the material in memory as possible.

But since his memory has a limited capacity, he will not
re-

tain it all.

Therefore, when he is asked the postquestions,

he will only be able to answer a certain number.

questions, the

S has a

Given pre-

guide to what is important, and,

therefore, puts more of the intentional items into storage
than

the S who has no prequestions to guide him.

So far the description fits either model.

The models

differ in their assumptions about the nature of storage
and how post-questions act upon storage.

In the descriptive

model to be proposed for the proportional model, all items
that can be retrieved at the time of encountering the post-

questions are rehearsed in the process of answering the
questions.

The important thing is that all items are acted

upon in the same way; all items share the same status.
the process of rehearsal, all items are strengthened in

long term storage, but a certain portion of them is lost

during rehearsal.

Prequestions cause more intentional

items to be recalled at the time of rehearsal, but still

In
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the same portion of those is lost during
rehearsal.

Reminiscence might occur as a result of
searching storage
for the information in answering the EQ's.
While the answer
may not be found in storage, the act of
searching brings
the S closer to the answer. In searching
for the answer
on the posttest, he avoids many of the dead
ends encountered
during the first search and eventually retrieves
a few new
items.
The additive data can be accounted for if we assume

that the S puts information into long term storage as
he
reads.

Prequestions cause him to put more intentional

material into storage.

At the time of postquestioning,

the S has little trouble retrieving some material from

long term storage.

That same material will be retrieved

with ease on the posttest.

Other items are not as easily

retrieved at the time the postquestions are asked.

But

a certain number of these difficult items can be retrieved

and rehearsed.

Some part of these items is then put into

long term storage in a form more easily retrieved.
are lost during rehearsal.

Others

The crux of this model is that

some items are put into relatively permanent storage before
the post-questions are encountered.

ensure their retention.

Postquestions merely

Other m.aterial is less accessible,

but once retrieved, rehearsal actually increases the ease
of recalling some, while others are lost again.
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Reminiscence would occur on the
post-test, much as
difficult items are retrieved for
EQ-s. A certain number
Of items not previously retrieved
might still be retrieved
on the post-test in a certain
length of
time.

This description is compatible
with a view of learning
that material is organized into a
structure of associations.

Information well incorporated into the
structure is easily
retrieved. Material poorly incorporated,
or totally isolated
from the structure is retrieved poorly.
The function of rehearsal could be viewed as trying to
fit the information
into the structure
trying to find new associations between the item and the rest of the
structure.

-

Now let us return to the original question, how
do predictions from the proportional model compare

with those from

the additive m.odel?

given in Tables

The conditional probabilities are

and 9.

8

For the QA^ versus the QB.QA , the
1'
5
i.

conditional probabilities do not differ (X^
1,

p>.10; and

=

=

.64, df =

1.71, df = 1, p .10, for P(C2|E-l) and

P(C2|C^), respectively) in agreement with the proportional
model.

The same is true of the QB^QA^ versus the QA
"5
5

t>

(X

The

= .02, df = 1, p>.10;

PCC^jE-j^)

and X^

=

2.72, df

=

1,

p>.05).

for QA^ does not differ significantly from

that for the QA^QA^ condition (X^

=

.08, df = 1, p>.10).

The P(C2|C^), however, was significantly greater for

QA^QA^ than for QA^ (X^

=

4.46, df

=

1,

p<.05), contrary
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TABLE

8

Probability of an Item Gotten Correct or In
correct on the Post-Test, Given it is Correct a

P(C2|C^)

pCe^Ic^)

.649

.351

.642

.358

.687

.313

.772

.227

QA^

.730

.270

QB^QA^

.836

.164

QB5QA5

.777

.223

QA^QA^(EQ^)

.790

.214

QB QA

QA^QA^(EQ^)

TABLE

9

Probability of an Item Correct or Incorrect
on the Post-Test, Given it is Correct as an E.

P(C2 E^)

P(E2 E^)

167

.833

.179

.821

.193

.807

.137

.863

.109

.891

.136

.864

5^5

.113

.887

.QA^CEQ^)

.111

.889

OA,

^QA^CEQ^)

^5

•
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to the proportional model.

Likewise, the QB^QA^ condition-

al probabilities do not fit
the proportional model (X^ =
6.57, df = 1, p^.oi for P(C^\C^);
= 4.46, df =
1, p<.05

for PCc^jE^)).

Table 10 lists the conditions tested
and the results
of the three analyses
the test for the additive model,
(on PT scores alone), the test for
the strong additive
model, and for the proportional model.

-

Simple additivity did not hold for two
out of the
seven conditions listed (QA,QA

- EQ,

and QA.QA, - EQ

identical for this analysis of PT scores)

—

are

the QB^QA^ and

QB^QB^ conditions.
In testing the amount of forgetting for the strong

additive model, it was found that the QB^QA^, which did not
fit the simple additive model, did fit the strong additive
model in as much as the amount of forgetting (.06) was

nearly exactly the same as predicted (.05).

On the other

hand, the QB^QA^ which fit the simple model did not fit the

strong additive model.

No EQ scores were available for the

QB^QB^ condition, so that the strong additive model could
not be tested.

The amount of forgetting for the QA,QA_
1

5

(EQ^-PT) was less than predicted from the additive model.

This was expected since the rate of forgetting the

material is retarded a second time when the EQ^ items are
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TABLE 10

Summary of Results of Three Analyses of the Data

Additivity
(P. T. Scores)

Strong
Additivity

Proportional

QB^QA^

Yes

No

Yes

QB^QA^

Yes

Yes

Yes

(No)

(No)

No

Yes

QA^QA^CEQ^)

(Yes)

QBj^QA^

No

QB^QA^

Yes

Yes (Proper
Slope)
Yes

QA^QA^(EQ^)

Yes

Yes

No

QBj^QB^

No

No Data

No Data
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answered.

The same was true of predictions for

QA^QA^-EQ^ for the proportional model.

Hence, looking

at it one way, the QA^QA^-EQ^ scores fit
the two models,
although precise predictions v;ere not possible.
The proportional model did not fit the data
well for'
the QB^QA^ nor the QA^QA^-EQ^ scores.

Again, no EQ scores

were available for the QB^QB^ condition to test
the pro-

portional model.

Table 10 fails to cast much light on the subject of

how the effects of the conditions combine.

No one model

describes all of the data, and there are no consistent
trends.

Table 11 shov;s the EQ scores, obtained PT score,

the FT score predicted from the strong additive model, and
the PT score predicted from the proportional model for all

combinations of postquestions and prequestions and for the
QAj^QA^-EQ^ and QA^QA^-EQ^ conditions.

The QB^QB^ was not

included since no predictions can be made.

The predicted

PT scores for the strong additive model

merely the

ar-^^

EQ score for the condition minus the amount of forgetting
found for the related QA condition (QA^ for QB^QA^, QB^QA^,
and QA^QA^-EQ^; QA^ for QB^QA^, QB^QA^, and QA^QA^~EQ^).

The PT scores predicted from the proportional model are the
sum of the predicted amount of reminiscence (P(e|)*
P(C2jE^)) and the predicted amount of items gotten correct
twice (P(C^'

)

•PCC^jCj

) ) .

The P(E^) and P(C^) are computed
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from the

m

scores of the condition tested, while
the conditional probabilities are borrowed
from related QA condition, as listed above.

Table 11 reveals very clearly what Table
10 did not,
that the obtained PT scores fall between
those predicted
from the additive model and those predicted
from the proportional model, in all cases except the QA^QA^-EQ^
condition.
It was explained earlier that the discrepancy
with the

QA^QA^EQ^ data is actually to be expected
according to
both models, since the predictive formulae

used for the other

conditions is not appropriate.

This is due to the second

set of EQ's which intervenes between EQ^ recall
and PT recall, causing a second retardation of the rate of
for-

getting.

For all conditions except the QB^QA^, the ob-

tained results are closer to the predictions from the addi-

tive model than predictions from the proportional model.

Within the framework of our two proposed descriptive
models, what does this imply?

Starting wifb the descriptive

model which accounts for additivity, assume that a certain

portion of the material (smaller than that for difficult
Items) which is easily retrieved at the time of postques-

tioning will not be retrieved on the posttest.

This would

lead to predictions slightly lower than the additive model

predicts.
a state,

Furthermore, the more information that is in such
the more the obtained score will deviate from the

TABLE 11

Comparison of Obtained Scores and Scores
for the Two-Question Conditions, Based on Predicted
Data from
the One-Question Conditions and the Two
Models

QA^

obtained data

EQ

.60

PT

EQ-PT

.12

pcc^

.65

P(C2

.17

PT Scores

•

QB^QA^

QB^QA^

QA^QA^(EQ^)

Obtained

.55

.57

.58

Additive Prediction

.57

.67

.56

Proportional Prediction

.50

.55

.49

QB3QA5

QA^QA^(EQ^)

QA^

obtained data

EQ

.48

PT

.43

EQ-PT

.05

P(C2

.73

PCC^

.11

PT

QB^QA^

Obtained

.56

.64

.58

Additive Prediction

.57

.65

.62

Proportional Prediction

.49

.54

.53
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model.

Hence in the case of the QB^QA^, there was a great

deal of information which was easily retrievable at the time
of the postquestioning (the EQ score of .79 was the high-

est of all conditions), but more of this was lost than in
other conditions.

Although this revised model does not explain all of the
relationships perfectly, it does explain most of them.

It

also seems reasonable as an explanation for these results
and as a stimulus for future studies.

What would happen, for instance, if the time spent
answering postquestions is reduced?

According to this ac-

count, the easy items would be recalled, and a certain por-

tion v/ould be forgotten by post-test time.

But there would

be very few difficult items retrieved in the brief time allowed.

The results would look more like those predicted

from the proportional model.

If £s were instructed to re-

hearse even the easiest items, perhaps fewer of the easy
items would be lost and the results v;ould resemble predictions from the additive model more.

One could study the

relationship between the latency of answering EQ's and the
probability of recall on the post-test.

,

Con clu sions
It has been shown that

better than one.

tv/o

questions are definitely

All combinations of pre- and postquestions
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ied to cuperior INT recall than the individual
one-question conditions which were combined.

The hypotheses tested by Boyd (1970) that
prequestions increase attention and postquestions
decrease the
rate of forgetting were tested and confirmed.

Two models were tested for how the postquestions

operate to decrease forgetting.

Although the predictions

concerning conditional probabilities suggested by Raffel
(1931) were not accurate, studying the conditional proba-

bilities did lead to

som.e

interesting discoveries.

Pre-

dictions from the additive model failed to fit the data
well.

However, it was found that the amount of forgetting

and the amount of reminiscence was almost proportional to
the initial amount recalled.

The obtained data fell be-

tween the predictions from the additive model and those

from the proportional model.

A modified model which incor-

porates elements of both seems to explain the results fairly

vv'ell.

One word of caution must be repeated.

Tv;o

previously

reliable results failed to replicate in this study.

They

were the gener^Q facilitative effect of the postquestions
and the pacing X question position interaction.

In light

of these discrepancies, it is questionable to what extent

the results of this study would generalize to other materials
or could be replicated.
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These results leave much to be done.

First and fore-

most, the variables that determine the presence
or absence
of the postquestion general facilitative effect
must be

isolated.

This is such a crucial feature of the prose

learning studies that it cannot be ignored.
Second, the QB^ condition deserves more attention.
In various studies it has produced different effects

sometimes facilitative, and sometimes not.

—

In the pre-

sent study, its effect was different for almost every

treatment in which it was incorporated.
Thirdly, the implications of the proposed model should
be tested in the ways mentioned in the previous section.
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APPENDIX A

Paragraphs

Bahrain
Bahrain is an archipelago in the Persian Gulf midway

between the Qatar Peninsula and mainland Saudi Arabia.
In addition to the main island, Bahrain, which gives
its
narae to the group,

it includes other islands.

The most

important of these are Muharraq, Umm Na'san, Sitra, and
Nabi Saleh.

The island of Bahrain, 240 square miles in

area, has an interior plateau 100 to 200 feet in eleva-

tion with a hill (Jabal Dukhan) rising to 445 feet, the

highest point of any of the islands.
The climate is humid and hot during much of the year.

Daytime temperatures regularly reach 105° F. and the relative humidity is 70 to 80 percent.
less than 4 inches annually.

Rainfall averages

Bahrain and some of the

smaller islands support the cultivation of date palms,
vegetables, and forage crops, but Muharraq is virtually

barren of vegetation.
The latest census, taken in 1965, puts the population
of Bahrain (including the dependent islands) at 182,203.
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This represents an increase of 27 percent
over the 1958
census. A breakdown shows, for the 1965

census, the fol-

lowing distribution by nationality: Bahrainis,
79 percent;
Saudi Arabian and Persian Gulf, 9 percent;
other Arabs,
1.2 percent; Iranians, 4 percent; Asians, 5.1
percent;

Europeans,

1

percent; other, less than

1

percent.

Approximately two-thirds of the population is concentrated in the two principal cities of Manama and Muharraq.

The indigenous population is basically of Northern
Arabian
(Adnani) stock, with considerable infusion of Negro
blood.

The people are divided equally between adherents of the
Sunni sect of Islam, which predominate in the urban centers,
and the Shi 'a sect, to which the majority of the villagers
and rural inhabitants belong.

Since the late 18th century Bahrain has been governed

by the Khalifa family, originally of the 'Utbah clan of the
large 'Anaiza tribal confederation of the mainland of the

Arabian Peninsula.

The Khalifa family air- claimed suzerain-

ty over Qatar, and a member of the family habitually resided

in Doha, the urban center of the Qatar Peninsula.

This

political relationship with Qatar persisted until '1868, when
at the request of notables in Qatar, the British Government

conducted negotiations for the termination of the Bahraini
claim, except for the payment of tribute.

The latter also

ended with the occupation of Qatar by the Turks in 1872.
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The Ruler of Bahrain entered into relations
with the
United Kingdom in 1805, and the first treaty
between the
two parties was signed in 1820.

A binding treaty of pro-

tection, however, was not concluded until 1861,

ment was further revised in 1892 and 1951.

This agree-

In 1926 the

Ruler appointed a British subject. Sir Charles Belgrave,
to advise him on sound administrative policies.

Following

Sir Charles' appointment the United Kingdom exercised
in

Bahrain a more important role in internal affairs than in
other parts of the Persian Gulf area having special relationships with Britain.

While the administration enjoyed a reputation for ef-

ficiency and integrity, dissatisfaction at the lack of popular participation in government gradually spread.

In 1954

this dissatisfaction was brought into focus by the formation
of an Arab nationalist group.

general strike.

They successfully called a

In consequence the Ruler undertook an in-

vestigation of the various government departments and
authorized populat c=lections to the Education and Health
Councils.

These elections were held in 1956 but were followed
by unrest, demands for an elected legislative assembly, and
an attempt on the Ruler's life.

In March 1956 the Ruler ap-

pointed an administrative Council, in

v;hich the

ruling fam-
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ily constitutes a majority, to
conduct the business on his
behalf. The services of Sir Charles
Belgrave were terminated in 1957.

While Bahrain was relatively quiet in the
years following 1956, serious disturbances occurred
in March of
1965.

The disturbances began as a protest
against the discharge
of a number of redundant employees by the
Bahrain Petroleum
Company. This rapidly degenerated into riots
against the

ruling family and the British.

The riots lasted several

days and order was restored only after some difficulty.

There were also some disturbances during the Arab-Israeli

war in June 1967, but order was quickly restored.
In an effort to liberalize its relations with Bahrain

and other Persian Gulf states, the British Government has

turned over to the Bahrain Government authority for immigration
control, postal services, and the issuance of passports.

Further steps to put greater authority in the hands of the
local government

v;ill

undoubtedly be speeded by 1968 an-

nouncements that British forces will be withdrawn from the

Persian Gulf by the end of 1971.
Botswana
The Republic of Botswana is situated in the south of

Africa e

It is bounded on the south and east by the Repub-
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lie of South Africa, on the northeast by
Southern Rhodesia
and Zambia. On the west and north are
South West Africa.

The country, which has never been surveyed
completely, has
an estimated area of 222,000 square miles
(approximately
the size of Texas).

Botswana, a vast tableland with a mean altitude of
3,300 feet, is a natural game reserve for most of the

species of African fauna.

The Kalahari Desert, consisting

of rolling sandy country with some semidesert and extensive

grassy areas, covers much of the south and west.

In the

northwest the Okovango and Chobe rivers water the land, the
former spreading over a great island delta forming the
Ngami Swamps.

The eastern region has the best agricultural

land and the most favorable rainfall.

The climate is generally subtropical, but changes with
the latitude and altitude.

Average annual rainfall is 18

inches and varies from 25 inches in the north to
or less in the Kalahai^i desert.

9

inches

The territory lies in the

summer rainbelt, with rains beginning in October and ending
in April.

months.

May to September are generally completely dry
Temperatures range from in excess of 100^ F. in

summer to below freezing in winter.
The total population at the 1954 census was 543,000.

Aside from approximately 25,500 Bushmen, 3,900 Caucasians,
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400 Hottentots, 300 Asians, and some mixed, the people
are Bantu and are divided into eight main tribal
groupings
of the Batswana.

The main tribes of Batsv;ana are the

Bamangwato and the Batloka.

The great majority of the

people live in the eastern part of the country; about
half live in villages of 1,000 or more.

Population den-

sity is approximately 2.5 persons per square mile.

Most of

the population is Christian; some are animist.

The early history of the tribes inhabiting Botswana
(Bechuanaland prior to its independence on September 30,
1966) is shrouded in legend.

The first contact v;ith

Europeans was through missionaries in the early 19th century at the time when the territory
bal warfare.

v;as

torn by intertri-

In the last quarter of the century hostili-

ties broke out between the Batswana and the Boers from the
South' African Republic (Transvaal).

Following appeals by

the Batswana for assistance, the British Government in
1885 proclaimed the whole of Botswana to be under British

protection.

The Southern part of the territory was later constituted a Crown Colony and eventually became part of the Cape
Colony.

It is

South Africa.

nov/

in the Cape Province of the Republic of

The northern part, thereafter knov/n as the

Bechuanaland Protectorate, remained under the administration
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Of the British Government.

In 1909 when the Constitution

of the Union (now Republic) of South
Africa was drawn up,
the African inhabitants of Basutoland
(now Lesotho),

Botswana, and Swaziland asked that they
not be included
in the proposed union.

A gradual expansion of a British central authority
in the years that followed was accompanied
by a steady

evolution of local tribal government.

Before 1934 the

chiefs and tribes supposed themselves to be almost
com-

pletely autonomous with respect to their local affairs.
In that year proclamations

v;ere

issued that regularized the

position and powers of the chiefs and defined the constitution and functions of the native courts under the native

authority system evolved in other British dependencies.
Tribal treasuries were created in 1938.
In 1920 the central authority established

tv/o

advisory

councils representing the African and European inhabitants
respectively.

In 1950 a Joint Advisory Council was formed

consisting of official and unofficial European and African
members.

Over the years these advisory bodies were con-

sulted on a constantly expanding range of matters.

In the

sphere of local government the conciliar principle was

introduced in 195 7, under which tribal authorities received the advice of duly constituted local councils chosen

from the ranks of tribesmen.
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In 1958 the Joint Advisory Council passed
a resolu-

tion "That the time had come when a Legislative
Council
should be formed and empowered to assist in
the government
of the territory."

Following the study of recommendations

by a constitutional committee, a constitution
establishing
a Legislative Council was promulgated and
became effective

May

2,

1961.

The Legislative Council held its first session

at Lobatsi on June 21, 1961.

In April 1963 the Secretary of State for the Colonies

announced to the British Parliament Her Majesty's Government's intention to review the Botswana Constitution
the view to further political advance.

v;ith

Her Majesty's

Commissioner subsequently met with representatives of the
political parties and other groups.

There was unanimous

agreem.ent on the specifics of the constitutional revision;

and the conclusions v;ere published in a local White Paper

in Botswana in November 1963,

.
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APPENDIX B
Post-Test Items
The area of Botswana is

1

(

)

square miles, which is

compared in the text to the state of

2

(

).

The Bahrain administration had a reputation
for
and
(
4
).

3

(

)

Serious disturbances in Bahrain rapidly degenerated
into
riots against ( 5
)
and (
6
)

The ruler of Bahrain appointed the
month of

(

8

)

7

(

)

council in the

of 1956.

How is the Kalahari desert in Botswana described?

(

9

)

Name two of the three authorities that were turned over to
the Bahrain government by the British.

What two rivers water Botswana?

(

12

(

10

)

(

)

(

13

)

11

)

In January 1968 it was announced that British forces will
be withdrawn from

(

Representatives of the

14

(

)

16

by the end of the year

)

(

15

and other groups agreed to

what extent on the specifics of a constitutional revision
for Botswana?

)

.
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In

(

17

month, year) the official

18

(

for the

)

colonies announced the intention to review
the Botswana
Constitution.
The southern part of Botswana is now
in the

19

(

)

Province of the Republic of South Africa.

An attempt on whose life followed the
elections of 1956
in Bahrain? ( 20 )
Local advisors or councils to the local authorities
are

now chosen from among what group of persons?
Name one of the

21

(

)

food products mentioned in the text that

3

Bahrain and some of the smaller islands grow.

22

(

The southern part of Botswana was constituted a

(

)

23

)

colony.

Serious disturbances in Bahrain resulted from the discharge
of employees by v;hat company?

(

Rainfall averages

26

'

ss than

(

24

)

When?

)

(

25

)

inches annually in

Bahrain.
In the year 1926 the ruler of Bahrain appointed Sir
to advise him on

(

28

(

27

)

A member of the governing family of Bahrain habitually resided in v;hat city outside of Bahrain?

(

29

)

)
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Most of the population of Botswana
belongs to the
religion,
Botswana was called

(

31

)

30

(

)

prior to its independence.

The highest point of any of the islands
of Bahrain rises
to (
32
)
feet.

Conclusions on the Botswana constitutional revision
were
published in a ( 33 ).

Bahrain has been governed by the
(

35

About
(

35

(

34

)

family since the

century.

)

of the population of Botswana live in villages of

h.

)

persons or more.

The ruler of Bahrain entered into relations with the United

Kingdom in

(

37

)

signed in

(

38

).

and the first treaty between them was

The indigenous population of Bahrain is basically of

(

39

stock.

According to the latest census, the population of Bahrain
(including the dependent islands) was
In 1950 a Joint Advisory Council

v;as

40

(

).

.

formed in Botswana

consisting of official and nonofficial

(

41

)

and

(

42

)
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The island of Bahrain is

43

(

square miles in area.

)

In the late 19th Century, the Batswana
fought the
from ( 45 ),

44

(

)

In Botswana, the Legislative Council
became effective

Kay
(

2,

46

1961 and held its first session at the
city of
)

on

month, day, year

47;

(

).

Daytime temperatures regularly reach

48

(

Bahrain, and the relative humidity is

)^F., in

49;

(

to

)

percent.

The first contact of people of Botswana with Europeans
was through

50

{

in the early 19th Century.

)

The climate of Botswana changes with

51

(

Temperatures in Botswana range in excess of
summer to below

(

54

)

(

5o

)

and

(

53

52

(

)

).

in

in winter.

The dominant people of Botswana are

divided into

)

(

55

)

and are

main tribal groupings of the Batswana,

The climate of Bahrain is

(

57

)

and

(

58

)

much of the

year.

Proclamations defined powers and position of the

under the native authority system in Botswana.

(

59

)
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In the sphere of local government
the

60

(

principle

)

was introduced to Botsv/ana in 195
7.

Name two nations around Botsv;ana.

(

61

)

The latest census for Bahrain was taken
in

(

(

62

63

)

).

Religiously, the people of Bahrain are divided
equally

between adherents of the
(

65

)

Tribal

(

64

(

sect of Islam and the

)

sect.

66

In the year

)

(

resolved that a

were created in Botswana in the year 1938.
67
(

)

the Joint Advisory Council of Botswana

68

council should be formed.

)

Following a general strike in Bahrain, the ruler authorized
popular elections to the

69

(

Before the year 1934, the

71

(

and

)

70

(

)

councils.

and tribes supposed them-

)

selves almost completely autonomous in Botswana.

Along with the expansion of British central authority came
a steady evolution of local

(

72

)

government in Botswana.

Botswana and what other two territories asked that they not
be included in the Union of South Africa?

Name

tv;o

(

73

)

(

74

)

of the 7 nationalities into v/hich the latest census

of Bahrain was broken down, and percentage of the total popu-

lation they represent.

(

75

)

(

76

)
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Bahrain is situated between

(

77

)

and

(

78

Following elections in Bahrain in
1956, an elected
was demanded.

).

(

79

The clan of which the governing family
of Bahrain originates comes from the ( 80 ) Peninsula.

Approximately what part of Bahrain's population
is concentrated in the two principal cities? ( 81
)

)
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APPENDIX C
Answers to Post Test

The following is the key used by both
scorers as the
primary criteria for giving a full point
to the answers on
the post test.
1.

222,000

2.

Texas

3.

integrity (or honesty) or

4.

efficiency

5.

the ruling family

6.

the British

7.

administrative

8.

March

9.

extensive grassy areas or rolling sandy country or

(

or the ruler )or

semi-desert
10.

immigration control or postal services

11.

or passports

12.

Okovango or

13.

Chobe

14.

Persian Gulf

15.

1971

16.

political parties

17.

April, 1963

18.

Secretary of State

19.

Cape

20.

The Ruler ('s)

21.

tribesmen

22.

vegetables or dates or date palms or forage crops

23.

Crown

24.

Bahrain Petroleum Company

25.

1965

26.

4

27.

(Charles) Belgrave

28.

(sound) administration

29.

Doha

30.

Christian

31.

Bechuanaland

32.

445

33.

(local) white paper

34.

Khalifa

35.

(late) 18th century

36.

1,000

37.

1805

38.

1820

39.

Northern Arabian or Adnani

40.

182,203

41.

Europeans or

42.

Africans

43.

240

44,

Boers

45.

South African Republic of Transvaal

46.

Lobatsi

47.

June 21, 1961

48.

106°

49.

70 to 80

50.

missionaries

51.

altitude or

52.

latitude

53.

100

54.

freezing

55.

Bantu

56.

eight

57.

humid or

58.

hot

59.

chiefs or courts

60.

conciliary

61.

Republic of

62.

Southern Rhodesia or Zambia or Southwest Africa

63.

1965

64.

Sunni or

65.

Shi 'a

66.

treasuries

67.

1958

"

'ith

Africa or
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68.

legislative

69.

education or

70.

health

71.

chiefs

72.

tribal

73.

Sv/aziland or

74.

Basutoland (or Lesotho)

75 and 76.

Bahrainis (79) or Saudi Arabian and Persian

Gulf (9) or other Arabians (1.2) or Iranians

Asians (5.1) or Europeans
77.

Saudi Arabia or

78.

Qatar Peninsula

79.

Legislative Assembly

80.

Arabian

81.

2/3

(1)

(4)

or

or others (less than 1)

.
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APPENDIX D
Instructions

Instructions read to the Ss before having them read
the
materials.
1.

To the Educational Psychology Ss it was emphasized that

participation was strictly on a voluntary basis, and that
anyone could leave who did not choose to stay.

The Ss were

also informed that the study would not take more than an

hour of their time.
hour.

(Only three Ss stayed longer than an

Most finished within 45 minutes.)
All Ss were read the following instructions by the E.
This is a study of how people learn from written mate-

rials.

In this study you will read about two countries

Bahrain in the Middle East, and Botswana in Africa.

—

While

you are reading, you may be asked a question on one of the
pages, such as:

The firs t president of the U.S.A . was

(

)

(The italicized portion was written on the blackboard.)

The question may come before you have read about the

first president in the text.

In that case, you probably

will not be able to answer the question, so just put a dash
in the parentheses for the answer.

(The E put a dash in
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parentheses.)
On the other hand, the question may
come after you have
read about the answer to it. If you remember
the answer,
write it in the parentheses.
(The E erased the dash and put
the answer George Washingto n in the
parentheses.) If you
can only remember part of the answer, write as
much of it
as you can remember, for instance just
George, or just Wash-

ington or G. W.
£iJ2Lf.

(The E erased the previous answer and wrote

between the parentheses on the blackboard.)

If you

have read the answer in the passage, but you can't
remember

any of it, put a dash in the parentheses as you would if
you

hadn't read the answer yet.

Finally some of you may not

read any questions while you are reading the passage.

You

will all be asked to answer the questions on a post-test after you have completed the passage.

When you read a question, please don't turn ahead or
back to find the answer.

Just answer the question as well

as you can from memory, and go to the next page.

Also, if

you do not ansv;er a question at one point but remember the

answer after you have turned the page, please do not turn
back to answer it.

Keep going and leave it unanswered.

you are finished reading, raise your hand and
you the post- test.

Are there any Questions?

(after all questions were answered)

I will

give

When

94

Begin:

2,

Instructions accompanying the
post-test.
This is the answer sheet to the
test.

three sheets with questions.

There are also

Please write all answers in

the spaces below, making sure
that the number on the answer
line corresponds to the number
in the space for the question. Write as much of the answer
as you can remember.
Each answer may be one or more words,
a name, a date, or
a number.
If you cannot answer the question
at all, put a
dash in the space on the answer sheet
and go on to the next
question.

—

<
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APPENDIX E
TABLE B

Means for the OxL Interaction for
the Post-Test Scores
First Passage

Second Passaq

Bahrain First

7,73

^

Botswana First

6,94

7

53

97

APPENDIX E
TABLE C

Means for the BxQxI Interaction for the
Post-Test Scores and the INT-INC Differences

First Set

Second Set

INT

INC

INT

INC

'^•'^0

5.58

8,51

5.84

^1

11.21

4.65

10.68

4.60

^5

8.93

5.82

10.31

4.96
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APPENDIX E
TABLE D

Means for the AxIxC Interaction for the Post-Test
Scores.
Bahrain

Botswana

INT

INC

INT

INC

o

7.48

5.88

5.42

5.17

*1

11.15

4.94

10.02

4.83

*5

10.87

4.93

10.39

5.71

A
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APPENDIX E
TABLE E

Bahrain First
Bahrain

Botswana

7.15

Botswana First
Bahrain

Botswana

6.28

6.21

6.31

7.83

7.93

8.27

6.92

7.73

8.40

8.07

7.70

First Passage

Second Passage

6.68

6.25

7.37

8.10

7.72

8.20
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APPENDIX E
TABLE F

Mean? for the OxCxD Interaction
for the Analvc^^c
.
Post-Test scores and its
Alternatfln'terprel^U^nls'Sx^?'

m

Bahrain First
E.Q.s

Post-Test

Bahrain

.68

,57

Botswana

.66

•^^

^•Q-s

Botswana First
E.Q.s

Post-Test

cc
•65

,50

post-Test

First Passage

.67

.54

Second Passage

.65

.56
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